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Abstract

passed to a manager who approves it, and then passed to
an accountant who makes proper accountmg entrles We
~111 call the processmg of requests that involve multiple
applmatlon steps and that might be of long duration longrunnwag actauttws
Traditronally, the control flow between processmg steps
Thus, each
was embedded m the application programs
appbcatlon had to relmplement the control flows, the aynchromeatlon, and the handling of failures between steps
Various workflow models have been proposed to explmltly specify the flows of control m long-running activities, mstead of embedding them In application programs
(e g [Zrsm76], [DZ81], [Barr62], [CC62], [LR63], [BP63],
[WLSS]) This explicit representation of control flow facrbtates understanding the structure of the long-running
actlvltles
However, the early workflow models do not address the problems of data sharing, persistence, and failure
recovery
Conventional database management systems (DBMSs)
provide transactions as the atomic units of work An activ*ty that runs as an atomm transaction is guaranteed to satisfy the concurrency atommlty, failure atomicity, and permanence propertles
However, executmg a long-running
activrty as a smgle transaction is not strmtly necessary
m most cases, and can slgmficantly delay the executron of
For example, if purchase order processshort transactions
mg is run as a single transaction, locks on the inventory
records and the budget records may be held for a long
trme, severely lrmltlng database concurrency When these
steps involve several dlstrlbuted servers, commit processing 1s also expensive, and the transactlon can run only
when all servers are available simultaneously
One approach to handling a long-running
activity,
therefore, IS to have each step run as a transaction, thus,
the long-runmng activity corresponds to multiple transactions In conventional transaction processing (TP) systems, the sequence of transactions to be run m response
to a user request 1s embedded m applmatlon programs,
and the TP system provides prlmltlves for chaining these
transactions (e g [McGe’N])
However, there IS no system
support for handlmg fadures or exceptions across the steps
of the long-running actlvlty
Also, embedding the control
structure m the applmatlon programs makes it difficult to
dynammally modify the flow of control

This paper addresses the problem of orgamsmg and controllmg actlvltles that mvolve multiple steps of processing
We explore the
and that typically are of long duration
use of trlggers and transactions to specrfy and organize
such long-running actlvltres Triggers offer data- or eventdriven speclficatlon of control flow, and thus provide a
flexible and modular framework with which the control
structures of the actlvltles can be extended or modified
We describe a model based on event-condrtlon-action
rules
and couphng modes The execution of these rules IS governed by an extended nested transaction model Through
a detailed example, we illustrate the utlbty of the various
features of the model for chwnmg related steps without
sacrificing concurrency, for enforcing Integrity constraints,
and for providing flexible failure and exception handlmg

1

Introduction

In many computer-supported
actlvrtles, a user request often mvolves multiple “steps” of processmg, each of which
may be serviced by a drfferent server, possibly on a dd
ferent node of a dmtrlbuted system For example, a purchase order may be issued from an inventory clerk, then
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Several extended transaction models to support longrunning actlvlties
have been proposed (e g
P3'371,
[KR88]) These models are primarily based on explicitly
expressed control flow The control flow specifies the sequence of steps that must be executed to process a user
request of a certain type Each step IS executed as a transaction One salient feature of these models IS the provlslon
of an automatic compensatron capabilIty which offers fallure atornicity for the user request a fixed compensation
transaction 1s defined by the application programmer for
each step of the activity
In this paper we explore more flexible ways for expressmg control flows (mcluclmg for expressing compensatmg
steps) for long running activities
We add the use of rules
to organize long-running activities
With the mtroductlon
of rules, the system can automatIcally
trigger addItIona
processing when some event or sltuatlon of interest occurs
The triggered processing may occur m the same transaction as the trlggermg transactlon or m a separate transaction Unlike the previously proposed extended transaction
models, which are based on a fixed control sequence and a
rigid compensation policy, rules are data- or event-drwen
This allows for a more modular speclficatlon of the control
flow, It allows integrity constraints, exception conditions,
etc to be defined separately from the “routine” steps
of the appbcatmn, and it enables the system to be more
easily mochfied or extended to react to events that were
not antlclpated when the apphcatlon programs were first
developed
Consider the followmg example database rule ’

caused by database updates, except for the ETM model
[KDM88], which includes triggers caused by “abstract”
events signalled by external processes Also, they have
prlmarlly focused on rmmedmte or deferred modes of execution of triggers, in which the triggered actions execute
wlthm the same transaction as the triggering updates
In [Daya88a,b], we have proposed Event-ConditionAction (ECA) rules as a general formahsm for modelhng the functlonallty
of an active DBMS Integrity constraints, access constraints, pollcles for handling derived
data, alerters, etc , can all be expressed as ECA rules
The model supports arbitrary events, not Just database
updates
Also, it provides fine control over the execution of triggered actions relative to the triggering transactions the triggered actions may be coupled wlthm the
triggering transaction or decoupled m a separate transaction The detailed semantics of ECA rules are described
m [DBM88] In [HLM88], we describe an ezecutron model,
based on an extended nested transaction model, to govern
the concurrency and recovery properties of transactions
with triggered ECA rules An architecture for an active
DBMS that supports this model IS described in [MD89],
and optimlzatlon
techmques are described m [RCBB89]
A simple prototype implementation
of the basic model 1s
described m [Chak89]
In this paper, we describe the use of ECA rules and
our execution model for specifying and orgamzmg longrunning actlvltles
In particular, we show the utlhty of the
various couplmg modes to chain related steps without sacrlficmg concurrency, to enforce Integrity constraints, and
to provide flexible failure and exception handling We extend the execution model of [HLM88] to take into account
prlorlty and sequencing reqmrements
We introduce language constructs for specifying rules Finally, we illustrate
the power and flexlbillty of the model through an example
of a hospital mformatlon system We do not claim that
the entire appllcatlon should be Implemented by rules
Rather, the appllcatlon still consists of procedures and
transactions
It 1s the control flow between them that we
express by rules Also, we use rules to check integrity
constraints or exception conditions and to invoke countermeasures
Section 2 contains a brief review of related work In
section 3, we describe our ECA rule model and Its executlon semantics Section 4 gives language constructs for
speclfymg rules Section 5 glvea the example
Section 6
summarizes our results and points out future dlrectlons

Event Update qty-On-Hand(ltem)
Condition
qty-On-Hand(ltem)
< Llmlt(ltem)
Action
Submit-Order(ltem)
The person responsible for inventory control may have
written this rule, and incorporated it into the database
There may be several types of user-submitted updates that
affect the quantity-on-hand
of an item Writing the rule
once obviates the need for the inventory controller to pm
down all the possible sources of requests that may affect
quantity-on-hand
and to ensure that all these requests are
run with a proper control flow specification that includes
the appropriate Check-Quantity-On-Hand
step and the
Submit-Order
step If additional appllcatlons that also
update quantity-on-hand
are added m the future, these
new apphcatlons need not be aware of how Inventory 1s reordered Therefore, this rule-based approach to expressing
workflows may be preferred m some appbcatlon scenarios
There have been a few proposals for augmenting a
database with triggers or rules [Eswa’76, Ston86, Sybs87,
KDM88, Se1189], primarily
for defining Integrity
constraints or alerters, or for mferencmg over a database
However, these models typically consider only triggers

2

Related

Work

Numerous workflow models for offike (or business) procedures have been described m the literature [%sm78, DZ81,
CC82, Barr82, Zloo82, LR8383, WL86] All these models
include some notion of a task (sometimes called a procedure, action, or step) The flow of control between tasks
IS specified typically by augmented Petri nets or trlggers
In the augmented Petri net models [Zism78, DZ81,
LR83], tasks are represented by posltlon nodes of the Petri

‘Followmg the speclficatlon In [HLM88], a rule consists
of a trlggermg event, a condltlon to be evaluated, and an
actlon to be executed If the conchtion is satisfied
This
speclficatlon 1s further detalled m the next sections
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net, and flows between tasks by transrtron nodes (I e , each
transition node has one or more Input positron nodes and
one or more output posrtlon nodes) TransItron nodes may
also have precondltlons (predmates over the database) defined for them When a task completes, rt marks its corresponding posrtlon node When all posrtron nodes input
to a transrtron node are marked, and Its precondltron IS
satisfied, the transrtlon may fire The firmg of a transrtlon
causes the tasks on Its output posrtrons to execute When
these tasks complete, they mark their posrtlon nodes, and
so on
The trigger models [CC82, Zloo82] allow more flexible
workflows trrggers are condrtron-action parrs, where the
condrtlons depend on time or on database states, and the
actrons are tasks When a tngger’s precondrtron becomes
true, the tasks m Its action are executed These tasks may,
by updating the database, cause other trrggers’ condrtrons
to become true, and so on
These workflow models do not precrsely describe therr
atommlty, concurrency, and recovery semantrcs It 1s not
clear whether all fired tasks execute m the same transaction as the firing task, whether each task executes as a
separate transaction, or whether a task may Itself be composed of several related (chamed) transactrons Also, rt IS
not clear what happens when a task aborts do “downstream” tasks also abort? The “scrrpt” model of TAXIS
[Barr821 generalizes Petrr nets by makmg each transitron a
transactron (rather than an mstantaneous event), but this
is rather inflexible
We want the actrons fired by a transrtron sometrmes to execute within the firing transactron,
and at other times to execute separately
In [GSS’I], the notion of saga 1s proposed as a model
for long-running actrvltres
The applmatlon programmer
specrfies that the actrvlty 1s composed of a sequence of
transactrons 2’1,Tz, ,T, When T, 1s fimshed, rt 1s committed and then T,+l 1s invoked
If Tk fads, then Tk 1s
aborted and the system automatmally mvokes compensat, Cr , rn that order A compensating tranSactiOn
Ck-1,
ing transaction C, logmally compensates for the updates
performed by T, In general, the speclficatron of the compensatmg transactions must be provrded by the applrca
tion programmer
The saga model 1s generalized m the mrgratlng transoctton model [KR88], where concurrent executron of component atomic transactrons can be specified, thus generalrzmg the control flow from a linear sequence to an
acyclic graph
In addrtron, mvarlants on the database
state that must be mamtamed to ensure the feasrblbty
of running compensatmg transactlons, can also be speclfied In [Reut89], contracts are proposed as an extension
to the model of mlgratmg transactrons
The steps of a
contract may be arbitrary sequentral programs, not necessardy transactlons
The manner 111which each step 1s
executed and the control flow among the steps are specrfied as part of the contract defimtron
These models provide fixed workflow and a rrgld compensatron polrcy
Also, because they are not based on
nested transactrons, they neither support nestmg nor concurrency wrthm a step

Several extended transaction models were proposed to
deal wrth long-running cooperative actrvitres such as engrneering desrgn The NT/PV model [KS901 allows a longrunmng activity to be broken up into a partially ordered
set of subactrvrtres The splrt transaction model [PKH88]
allows a user to commrt changes to some of the data objects that 111stransaction updated, while the remainder of
the transaction continues to operate on other obJects The
transaction groups model [FZ89] provrdes an extended set
of non-restrrctrve and communicatron (notificatron) modes
to facrliatate sharing of data among collaborators
These
models provide more sharing than the traditional
transaction model, but they do not provide dynamic workflow,
nor do they address the issue of compensatron
Several systems have proposed or Implemented tnggrrs In System R [Eswa’lB], Postgres [Ston86] and Sybase
[SybaE?], trrggered actions typically occur m the same
transaction as the triggermg updates
They are either
executed Immediately (e g , trcggers m Sybase and System R), or deferred to the end of the trrggerrng transaction (e g , assertrons in System R) In Postgres, triggered
actrons can also occur on demand (1 e , lazy evaluatron)
However, these triggering models are not suitable for organizing long-runnmg multr-transaction
activrties
In AP5 [Cohe86] and CPLEX [HC88], a class of triggers,
called automataon rules, are defined whrch are executed as
separate transactions after the triggering updates are committed Thus automation rule construct was motrvated by
the need to orgamze long-runmng actrvrtles rn software
engmeermg
The behavior of the automation rule corresponds to one of the couplmg modes offered In the general
model described m this paper

3

The Model

In this section, we describe our rule model, and its executron semantrcs The language constructs for specrfymg
rules and transactions are outlmed rn the next section

3.1

The ECA

Rules

An ECA Rule consrsts essentrally of three parts an event,
a con&on,
and an action When the actrve DBMS detects that an event has occurred (is mgnalled), lt evaluates
the conditron, rf the condrtron 1s sattsfied, lt erecutes the
actron
Events may be prrmltrve or composrte Prrmitrve events
are database operatrons (e g , update, end-transactron)
that can be detected by components of the DBMS, or
abstract events that are slgnalled by external processes
(e g time events srgnalled by a timer process, hardware
farlures signalled by a dlagnostrcs routine)
Formal parameters may be defined for each event, these are bound
to actual values at the time the event occurs (e g , the
actual tuples inserted, deleted, or modified by a database
operatron), and these bmdmgs are reported rn the event
signal Composite events are constructed from the prrmltrve events using algebram operations, which also prescribe
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how composrte events’ srgnals are constructed from those
of the constrtuent prrmitrve events For example, a sequence of database updates performed by a transaction
can be defined as a composrte event whose signal contams
the net set of tuples inserted or deleted by the sequence
of updates
A condrtron is a query (closed or open) over the
database, It may also refer to values (parameter bmdmgs)
m the event signal The condrtron IS satisfied If the query
evaluates to true or returns a non-empty answer
An action 1s a program that may include database operations and/or external operatrons (e g , mvocatron of an
application program, notrfication of a user, waiting for input from a user) The context m which the action executes
includes the database state, the values m the event signal,
and the result computed by the condrtron The actron may
also signal events
Many other rule models (e g , [Forg82], [Ston86]) do not
separate the event and condrtlon parts of rules as we do
The separation 1s useful Events and condrtrons play drfferent roles events specrfy when to check If a rule should
fire, condltrons specify what to check This separation
makes rt possible to trrgger actrons based on appbcatlon
signals or specific operatrons, not Just on database predrcates It supports asymmetric rules, e g , to mamtam the
invariant Mrke’s salary = Bill’s salary, we can define two
separate rules If Mike’s salary 1s updated, then update
Brll’s, but rf Bill’s salary 1s updated, abort the transaction This 1s rmposwble to do without events The separatron also makes optrmrzatlon possible check condrtrons
when specrfic events occur, not “always”
Fmally, it enables flexrble execution the condrtron can be evaluated at
a different point m a transaction from the point at whmh
the event occurs, or even m a different transaction
The separation of condrtron and actron parts enables
flexible execution and facrlrtates optrmrzatron by packagmg the pure query part of the rule

3.2

Coupling

Modes

IS decoupled, then C 1s evaluated m a separate transactron
The same options are available for the C-A couplmg The
deferred mode 1s especrally useful for checking integrity
constramts The decoupled mode IS useful for breaking up
a long cascadmg sequence of triggers into short transactions
When the condrtron or actron is decoupled, the trrggered
transaction (call rt T’) can execute concurrently with the
trrggerrng transactron T If serlalrzabrlrty 1s our only correctness crrterron, then T’ mrght be serialized before T
This, however, may violate causalrty T may see the results of T’ Also, T may abort after T’ committed
For applications where causality 1s important, the model allows
the rule definer to specrfy that the decoupled transaction
IS causally dependent, 1 e , T’ must be serialized after T,
and T’ can commrt only if T commrts As we shall see,
decoupled, causally dependent transactions are the basis
for workflow control (chammg related transactrons) m a
long-running actrvrty Note that sometrmes causally independent transactions are desirable For example, suppose
we want to trigger a rule that writes a record m the security log whenever a user accesses some data obJect, we
want the security log record to be written irrespective of
whether the orrgmal transactron that accessed the obJect
commrts or aborts In thus case, we can specrfy the couplmg mode to be decoupled, causally independent

3.3

An Extended
Model

Nested

Transaction

We use an extension of the nested transaction model described m [Lrsk85] and [MossBl] to govern the execution
of rules under the various coupling modes A nested transactron 1s a transactron that 1s started from inside another transactron (the parent transactron)
In the standard nested transaction model, nested transactrons are
created expbcrtly by the parent transaction
Also, the parent transaction is suspended until the nested transaction
termmates (commits or aborts) We will call such nested
transactions subtransactrons, and we will introduce three
addrtronal kinds of nested transactions
We use nested transactrons to model rule execution as
follows
If the triggering event occurs inside a transaction (the trlggermg transactton), the system scheduler, or
the transaction manager, creates a nested transaction (the
trrggered transactson) of the triggering transaction to execute the rule In general, we also allow triggermg events to
be signalled by processes or humans outsrde transactions,
m thus case, a top transaction IS started to execute the
rule
The triggered transaction T’ does the followmg first,
rt creates a subtransaction C that evaluates the condrtlon
part of the rule, then, rf C comrmts and the condrtlon
1s satisfied, It starts another nested transaction A that
executes the action part of the rule If the E-C couphng
mode IS lmmedlate, then T’ IS a subtransaction
of the
triggering transaction T (and C 1s a subtransaction of T’)
If the C-A couplmg mode 1s also immediate, then A 1s also
a subtransaction of T’

and Transactions

Most other rule or trigger models do not specify whether
the triggered actions execute m the same transactron as
the triggering transaction or rn a separate transactron (In
Postgres [Ston86], the choice IS made by the system ) Our
model gives the rule definer fine control over where the
condrtron and action of a rule are executed relative to the
triggering transaction
The rule definer specifies a couplmg mode between the event and condrtron, and another
(possibly drfferent) couplmg mode between the condrtlon
and actron, these determme where transactron boundaries
should occur Three couplmg modes are supported
zmmedrate, deferred, and decoupled
Suppose that transactron T executes an operation that
signals event E for rule R, which has condltlon C and action A If the E-C couplmg mode 1s zmmedrate, then C IS
evaluated wrthm T immediately when E IS detected, preempting the executron of the remaining steps of T If the
mode IS deferred, then C IS evaluated wrthm T, but after
the last operatron in T and before T commrts If the mode
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T

Tl

Cycle 0
cycle 1
End
End
I
I
: Cycle 1 : Cycle

E-C couplmg mode is decoupled, then the triggered transaction is executed as a nested top transaction (srmrlarly
for the C-A couplmg mode)
Fmally, we allow a causally-dependent-top-transactron,
CDtop for short, to be spawned from rnsrde another transaction This type of “nesting” imposes the causality constraint Let T be the user’s top transaction and T’ be the
causally-dependent
transaction created erther by T or by
one of rts descendants Then T’ 1s serlalrzed after the execution of T A nested CDtop transaction, unlike a nested
top transaction, is commat - dependent on the commrttrng of its parent
Thus, T’ commrts only if its parent
is committed through the top
Nested CDtop transactions will be represented by their own tree with commrt
dependency link deprcted by a dotted line Note however,
that aborting a CDtop transaction has no effect on its
parent Frgure 1 depicts the execution of Tl as a nested
causally dependent top transaction of T It IS important
to note that CDtop transactions whose triggering transactions have commrtted must be scheduled for execution
Also, since users are not aware of the triggered transactrons, they cannot be expected to restart them Therefore,
CDtop transactions that are Interrupted by a system farlure should be automatically
restarted as part of recovery
Algorithms for rmplementrng this extended nested transaction model are drscussed m [Chak89]
Most rule models do not clearly describe what happens
when the execution of a rule falls (i e , terminates abnormally)
Our model supports two options erther the execution of that rule alone IS aborted and the triggering
transaction contmues from the point where the rule was
trrggered, or the whole transaction in which the rule execution occurs IS aborted
Note that in the exphcrt subtransaction model, the farlure of a subtransaction results
only in abortmg the failed subtransactron
The parent of
the aborted transaction is waitmg for its child’s termmatron at a point at which it could take appropriate measures In our model, however, rules may be executed as
subtransactions anywhere In the program without the parent exphcrtly starting them or even being aware of their
executron As a result, the normal failure semantics must
be extended to allow a subtransaction to request that the
top transaction and all Its descendants (excluding nested
top transactions) be aborted
The nested transaction model 1s approprrate for modellmg the executron of a user transactron coupled wrth the
execution of rules for three reasons First, its structure accommodates mcely the hrerarchmal relation between the
trrggermg transactron and the triggered sctlvltres, second,
rt allows a collectron of rules to run concurrently wlthm a
transaction, and finally rt supports the modularrty property of rule execution
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To accommodate the deferred and decoupled modes we
extend the nested transactlone model to allow three more
types nested transactions
Frrst, we allow the creation of deferred subtransactrons
whose execution IS explicitly delayed until the end of the
user’s top transaction T and before any deferred subtransaction 1s executed, a point we shall refer to as the cycle-0
end When T reaches its cycle-0 end, a deferred subtransaction is started, and runs as a proper subtransactron of
T If several deferred subtransactrons are created before
T reaches Its cycle-O end, then all these subtransactrons
are started as concurrent subtransactrons m cycle-f at
cycle-O end If the processmg of subtransactrons m cycle-l
causes more deferred transactions to be created, the latter are started when all subtransactrons m cycle-l have
finished, and are started as concurrent subtransactrons of
T m Cycle-2 The cycles of execution of T contmue until
the last cycle fimshes m which no more deferred subtransactions are created
Like a regular subtransartron,
the
commrt of a deferred subtransactron 1s condrtronal on its
triggering transaction commrttmg through the top Thus,
rf the E-C couplrng mode IS deferred, then the triggered
transactron T’ that executes the rule 1s started as a deferred subtransaction
Srmrlarly, if the C-A couplmg mode
1s deferred, then the action A 1s executed m a deferred
subtransactron
For example, the place of Rl m the transactron tree 1s shown m Figure 1, where Rl 1s a deferred
subtransaction triggered from within subtransactron T12
Second, we allow top transactions to be started from
another transaction
Such a nested top transactton, unlike
a subtransactlon, has no special prlvrleges relative to Its
parent, for example, rt can’t read an obJect modified by Its
parent Furthermore, the commit of a nested top transaction 1s not relative to its parent but rather Independent
Note that we don’t constrain the serralizatron order of a
nested top transaction relative to its parent A nested top
transaction wrll be represented by its own tree When the

3.4

Ordering
Switching

Constraints

and Context

An event may trigger more than one rule In our model,
these rules are executed as concurrent (Immediate, deferred, or top) nested transactions of the triggering trans-
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action As concurrently running srblmgs, their executron
1s serralrzable
Thrs 1s rn contrast to other rule models
m whrch rules are executed sequentially
Production rule
systems [Forg82] use conflict resolution to select one rule
out of a set of candidate firable rules m each mference
cycle If the condrtron parts of the other rules are St.111
satisfied at the start of the next inference cycle, then these
remarn candrdates for firmg
Postgres [Ston86], on the
other hand, assrgns prrorrtres to rules and executes only
the highest priority rule that IS firable, dmablrng the rest
To control the sermlrzatron order of concurrently executed rules (1 e , to simulate conflmt resolutron), our model
supports three mechanisms
Frrst, prrorrtres can be assrgned to rules Instead of numerrcal prrorrtres (whrch we believe compromrse modularrty and are difficult to use), we support prrorrty categorres
or urgencres hrgh, medium, low The system spawns the
triggered transactrons m priority order, starting with the
highest priority rule All rules with the same priority are
spawned concurrently
Second, for deferred subtransactions, we have described
the cylmg mechanism This mechanism 1s especially useful for integrity rules whose action parts may themselves
perform operations (e g , to patch the database state) that
trigger the integrity rules agam Cyclmg ensures that the
first “generatron” of actrons IS complete before the next
generation starts, this assumption might make It easrer
to write the rules The cyclrng mechanism interacts with
the prrority mechanism wrthrn each cycle, the subtransactrons are executed in prrorrty order ’
Third, for decoupled rules, we support a prpelrnmg
mechanism We say that a decoupled transaction T’ trrggered by transaction T satisfies the prpelmmg property rf
for all transactions Tr that are serralrzed before (after) T,
any decoupled transaction Tr’ triggered by Tr IS serlabzed
before (respectrvely, after) T’ Thus, suppose a decoupled
rule 1s used to drsplay a moving target’s posrtron on a
screen every time the positron 1s updated If many update
transactrons occur m a short period, several decoupled
display actions may be queued
For the drsplay to reflect the correct sequence of updates, the display actions
must be prpelmed
This prpelmmg property 1s probably
stronger than what IS required m some applmatlons
It
can be weakened by assoclatmg the prpelmmg constramt
with rule classes, and plpebmng only within a class By
default, each rule forms a prpelme class of Its own
To select some rules to fire while preventmg others
from firing, we provide context swltchmg mechamsms
The most straightforward
context mechamsm (provided
m any rule model) 1s to set “flags” m the database when
one phase of processmg (VIZ , one context) IS complete
(e g , Imtlal- Dlagnosrs-Completed
= True), the condi‘We could have chosen the opposite semantics allow
transactrons from later cycles to Jam the current concurrently executmg set rf their priority IS the same as or higher
than that of the current set In the absence of “real-life”
examples that favour the latter polmy, we chose the one
with simpler semantics

tron parts of rules are then augmented to test the flags
However, thus makes condrtron evaluation more expensive An alternatrve 1s to srgnal special events (e g ,“ ImtlalDragnosrsXompleted”),
the event parts of rules are
then augmented with these special context events, so that
the rules for the next context are triggered only when the
prevrous-context event occurs This makes event detectron
more expensive A third alternative provided m our model
1s to use explrcrt enable or dwable operatrons, whmh can
be invoked from action parts of rules or from application
transactions
Instead of referring to rules by number or
some other identifier, they can be typed (I e , organized m
classes) and can also have attributes
An enable or disable
command can then specrfy all rules belonging to a class
or all rules that satrsfy some predicate on their attribute
values (e g , enable all high prrorrty mtegrrty rules where
Purpose = “CheckAllergyXonflmts”)

3.5

Discussion

In the model descrrbed above, we can consider the action
tree of a top transactron as a unrt of control The action
tree consrsts of a top transactron, and all its commrtted
and on-gomg nested subtransactions
and nested CDtop
transactrons
(We do not consider the nested causally mdependent top transactions spawned by a top transaction
as part of the action tree )
For the purpose of thus drscussron, we assume that a
program that creates a top transaction 1s given a handle
for the transactron
After a top transaction 1s created, the
program may query the status of the top transaction by
presenting its handle to the system
The program may
also ask the system to cancel the top transaction
The status of a top transactron IS represented by the
actron tree spawned by the top transactron By preserving
the action tree, the system can allow the users to query
and display the status of the different steps of the activity
Cancellmg a top transaction 1s more compbcated
If the
cancel request IS Issued before the top transactron commits, then the required effect can be achreved by aborting
the top transactron that causes the entrre action tree to be
aborted However, rf the top transaction has already committed (although parts of the action tree spawned from
nested CDtop transactions may still be m progress), then
the system will have to reJect the cancel request, because
the commrtted transactrons cannot be aborted
To support cancellation after the top transaction has commrtted
reqmres an addrtlonal system facrhty that invokes com\
pensatron transactrons
To guarantee the recovery of an active actron tree after
system failures, the system must recover the events srgnalled by transactions that spawned uncommitted nested
CDtop transactions
Therefore a transactron commits
only after its database updates, and the events signaled
bv it, are stably captured
Wrth these signals recovered,
the system can restart the actrvrtles of the action tree, and
ensure the completion of the tree’s executron
We dlstmgmsh between recoverable and non-recoverable events
All events triggered by database updates are recoverable

Temporal events, on the other hand, may be recoverable or
not Upon recovery, events that are signalled by comrmtted transactions and for winch the necessary action was
taken before the failure, are recovered mdependently
of
whether they are recoverable events or not Events that
are signalled by cornmltted transactions, and whose procesamg had not completed before the failure, are signalled
only If they are recoverable events

4

Language

For expressmg their derivations, it 1s convenient to think
of the signal parameters as sets of tuples (relations), then,
the derivations can be expressed in relational algebra For
&Junction
and sequence, the algnal parameters typically
are the outerumon of the constituent events’ signal parameters For closure, we want to aggregate the signal parameters of each occurrence of the constituent event For
example, for (Modify*),
we want the net ZnsertedTuples
and net Deletebfiples,
not just the union of the sets for
each Modify operation
Conditions and actions are programmed in a typical data manipulation
language, embellished with commands for spawning (sub)transactions
(begmhansachon,
enhtransactron),
spawning top level transactions
(begmnXDtop, end_CDtop for causally dependent, and begm-top, end-top for causally independent),
tugnalling
events (stgnal ,??[Xfi, and enabling and disabling rules
(enable rule-ezpress~on, dwable rule-expresston,
where
rule-expression
1s of the form {r m rule-class where
predrcate) )
Also, with each of these begin commands, we can associate a priority category (the default 1s
“me&urn”),
and with begrnhansact~on we can associate
the action to be taken on failure (abort on fall or abort-top
on farl, the default 1s abort on fatl)
Since we treat EOT as an event, and have language constructs for spawning nested transactions, it is unnecessary
to explicitly specify the coupling modes The lmmechate
mode 1s expressed by enclosing the condition (and/or action) within begmhansactton
and endtransactton
brackets The deferred mode 1s expressed by including EOT
m the event part of the rule The decoupled mode 1s expressed by encloemg the condition (and/or action) within
the begmxtop, end-top, or beglr&Dtop,
endXDtop brackets Furthermore, for programming the rules, we also do
away with the separation between the condition and action parts To express that they are decoupled, we can
(as above) use the appropriate begtn, end brackets When
the C-A couphng IS Immediate, it 1s unnecessary to start a
new subtransaction for the action part, a smart optlmlzer
can then conaider them together
The structure of a rule then IS

Constructs

Specifying a rule consmts of specifymg its event, condltlon,
and action parts, the E-C and C-A coupbng modes and
any causality constraints, priority, optional rule class(es),
and any other attributes
We describe key constructs of a
language for programming with rules A detailed specification of such a language 1s beyond the scope of this paper
However, the examples m the next section illustrate the
use of some of the constructs
First, the primitive event types of interest and their associated signal parameters are defined Denote event E
with Signal parameters X as E[X] For any type of obJect
m the database, any legal operation on the obJect can be
specified as an event Thus, for relations, the prlxmtlve
events are retrieve, insert, delete, and modify The signal
parameters for these events are the sets of tuples operated
upon for retrieve, the set RetrrevebTuples,
for insert,
the set InsertebTuples,
for delete, the set DeletebTuples,
and for modify, the two sets DeletedTuples
and Inserted_Tuples that give the net effect on the relation For
operations on abstract data types, the signal parameters
Since operations
are the parameters of the operations
generally are not mstantaneous, we can specify whether
the event of interest 1s the beginning of the operation or
the end (the default IS the end) Thus, it 1s possible to trigger rules Just when an operation starts or when It finishes
(m some rule languages [Eswa78], this distmctlon 1s made
by labellmg the event BEFORE or AFTER)
Transaction
events such as BOT (begin top-level transaction),
EOT
(end top-level transaction),
Commrt, Abort, Prepare, may
also be specified
For example, EOT IS signalled by the
transaction manager whenever execution returns to the
root of the transaction tree and the top transaction itself
has no further operations to execute The slgnal parameters for these events consist of the transaction identifier
Other (abstract) events may be defined together with their
signal parameters, these typically are exphcltly signalled
from applications or actions
Composite events may be programmed from the primitive ones The language includes the following constructors (a) dtqunctron
the event (El ( E2) 1s slgnalled when
either El or E2 IS signalled, (b) sequence the event (El
E2) 1s signalled when an occurrence of El 1s followed
ivy an occurrence of E2, and (c) closure the event (E+)
IS signalled when E has occurred a non-zero number of
times For definiteness, (E’) must be followed a termlnation event The signal parameters for the composite
events are derived from those of their constituent events

RULE ldent if ler
CLASS
<other attributes>
ON event
DO program
To spawn concurrent subtransactlons,
we need a parallel construct
The following program will generate as
many concurrent subtransactlons as there are members of
X
parfor

x in X
begin-transaction

end-transaction
endparf or
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The parfor loop wrll block untrl all spawned subtransactions termmate
To spawn concurrent top transactions, we do not need
the parfor construct, because the spawner does not wart
for the spawned top transactrons to terminate
(In fact,
If they are CDtop, then havrng the spawner wart would
result rn a cycle of commrt dependencresr)
These DML extensrons are available not Just for rule
programmmg, but also for programmmg the applrcatrons

5

s as the results of the procedures become available, the
physicran can look at them, reexamine the patient,
and prescribe further procedures; this might go on
for some time,
a at any time, the physicran may decrde that the patient has recovered and discharge the patient,
a every procedure has to be accurately recorded for
legal and admrmstrative reasons and for purposes of
brllmg
We assume that all pertinent mformatron about the
actrvrty 1s recorded rn a database that 1s shared by all
the organizatrons rnvolved Treating the entire long actrvrty as a single, atomic transactron has severe performance
and orgamzatronal rmplrcatrona
Instead, we model each
sub-actrvrty by one or more transactrons that read or update the shared database Clearly, there are ordering and
synchromzatron constraints among the transactrons (e g ,
a laboratory test cannot be performed until the laboratory equipment and personnel have been scheduled) The
transactrons communicate by signalling (ranrung) events
(e g , by updating the database), which are monitored by
the active DBMS and which may cause nested subtransactrons or other top-level transactrons to be triggered Also,
many of these transactrons are interactive,
i e , require
commumcatron with a human We assume that there 1s
an Interface (perhaps marl- and forms-oriented) vra which
the user is notified of events of interest, and vra which
he/she can invoke operatrons or supply parameters for the
interactive transactions
Note that we do not expect the entire applicatron to
be written as rules Rather, the appbcation still consrsts
of procedures and transactrons
(In a technologmally advanced hosprtal, some of the procedures may themselves
be written as rule-base expert systems, however, that is
orthogonal to the functronabty we are rllustratmg here )
It is the control flow between them that we express by
rules Also, rules are used to check integrity constrarnts
or exceptron condrtrons and to invoke countermeasures
Informatron
about a patient (e g , socml security
number, insurance polrcy, medrcal history, allergies) 1s
recorded rn a folder obJect In the database When a patient enters the hospital, an assistant invokes the Regrster_Patrent procedure, whrch creates a new odmrttance
recordm the patient’s folder For a new patient (1 e , one
for whom a folder does not exrst), a folder 1s first created by elmrtmg mformatron from the patient (perhaps on
s form) The mteractron with the user 1s executed m a
separate, causally dependent topl transactron to allow the
transactron that checks whether thns 1s a new patient or
not to commit, this frees up the folder database so that
other patients can be concurrently processed
After the patrent IS admitted, an mteractrve ezomtne
transactron IS started, whrch presumably notrfies the attending physrcmn and warts for Input from him/her
Thus
transactron also IS spawned as a decoupled, causally dependent transaction (which may execute on a different
node), so that the admittance activity can now be committed
The causalrty constrwnts are necessary because

An Example - Hospital
Pat ient Informat ion System

This section outbnes a patient mformatron system for a
hosprtal
It models a long running actrvrty that starts
when a patrent arrives at the hosprtal, contmues through
varrous stages of exammatron, dragnosrs, and treatment
until the patient 1s discharged from the hosprtal We omit
many details However, our intent IS to illustrate the following points
l

the flexrbrlrty rn modelbng gamed through the use
of the rmmedrate, deferred, and decoupled modes of
the model,

s the use of decoupled top level transartrons to break a
long actrvrty mto short transactrons that are chamed
together through causalrty,
a the use of event signals and shared state rnformatron (recorded rn a database) to trigger transactrons,
rather than executmg the transactrons rn some fixed,
predefined order (as IS done rn other models of long
activities),
l

the use of event- and state-dependent triggers to provide flexible response to exceptronal srtuatrons (and
thus dynammally alter the workflow), rather than
some fixed compensatron polmy

The long-running actrvrty consmts of several constrtuent
sub-actrvitres that may be performed by different orgamzations
s a patient arrives at the hospital and IS admitted,
l

the patient 1s examined

by an attending

physmran,

a the physrcran may prescribe a series of procedures
(laboratory tests, radrology, consultatron by specralrsts, surgery, etc ), may prescribe medmatlon, and
may requrre that the patient be hosprtalrzed, the
physician may specify dates by which these procedures have to be performed,
the laboratory facrlrtres and personnel required for
executing the varrous procedures prescribed by the
physmian have to be scheduled,
l
the procedures have to be executed wrthm the deadbnes specified,
s rf the patient IS hosprtabzed, then a room has to be
assigned to him/her, meals have to be planned and
ordered, a dally regimen of medmatron and therapy
has to be followed, etc
l
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rf the patient decides to “walk out the door” (1 e , the
transaction rn which the Register-Patrent
procedure executes is aborted), the dependent trensactlons should also
be aborted
The phyrdcian examines the patrent, makes an rmtral
diagnosis, and may then insert procedure-request records
and medmatlon records mto the patient’s folder, and also
may signal a “hosprtalrze” event We now want the active DBMS to invoke a function that checks rf any of the
prescribed procedures or medication “conflicts with” the
patient’s allergies This check essentrally evaluates an integrity constrarnt and is deferred to the end of the examrne
transactron, because indrvrdual procedures or medrcatrons
might not confbct, but some combmatron of them might
The constramt 1s expressed m the followmg rule Note that
the event part of the rule 1s srgnalled by a composrte event
that cons&s of one or more updates of procedure-request
and medrcatron records, followed by the EOT event We
assume that the signal for this composrte event IS accumulated m a prescription obJect whose type 1s a set of
procedure-request or medrcatron records
Rule 1 (Check conflicting
prescription)
ON {insert
Procedure-Request
(S SSNo,
ii AdmittanceJtecord,
D* Physician,
Procedure,
L Lab, Needed-By
Date) 1
insert
Medication
(S SSNo, D Physlclan,
R Admittance-Record,
M Medicme)
)* ,
EOT
[Prescription]
DO
begin-transact
ion
for F in Folder where S = SSNO(F>
return Conflicts
(AllerglesfF)
, Prescrlpt%on)
endf or
end-transaction
begin-transaction
notify
(D, Conflicts),
repeat
get-input
(D, op),
case op
end-transactz.on
“end”
“Abort”
abort-top
else
execute op,
endrepeat
end-transaction
The physrcran can decide to abort the transactron (in
which case the entire transactron tree 1s aborted), or to
perform some modrficatrons to the orrgmal prescrrptron
These updates are executed wrthm the action part of the
rule At some point, the physicran wrll end the subtransactron At thus point, this executron of the rule IS complete,
and control returns to the top of the tree At the top, the
rntegrrty constramt rule 1s agam trlggered rf there were
addrtronal msertrons of procedure-request
or medmatron
records into the patrent’s folder
Frgure 1 depicts the above actrvrty for an “old” patlent
In this figure, T 1s the transactron that executes the Regrster9atrent
procedure, and TI 1s an examme transactron
When the exammatron 1s complete and there are no
further conflrcts, we assume that the “End-Exammatron”

event 1s signalled (we omit the rule for this)
Now, rf
any laboratory procedures were requested during the examinatron, then they must be scheduled
The schedulrng transactrons may themselves be long running activrtres
that are rnteractrve and are probably executed at drfferent nodes from where the physmmn’s examine transaction
was executed They are, therefore, spun off as causally dependent, top-level actions that execute concurrently with
one another
Also, timer events have to be set to go off
on the date by which the procedure results are needed,
these events are set by srgnallmg requests to a trmer process These semantics are captured rn the followrng three
rules In Rules 2 and 3, the composite event consists of an
arbitrary number of insert Procedure-Request
events followed by the End-Exammatron
event; and the signal for
this composite event accumulates the Procedure-Request
records that were inserted (this set 1s named Requests)
While each procedure must be separately scheduled, we
want only one timer event to be set for each unique date
by which one or more results are needed Hence, in Rule
2, these unique dates are computed by the “pro~ectron”
of the set Requests on the attribute Needed-By, which 1s
denoted Needed-By (Requests)
Also, to allow the orrgmal examine transaction to commrt after rt raises the
TrmerJLequest signal, the condition part of Rule 4 1s evaluated rn a separate transaction
Rule 2 (Request timer events)
ON {insert
Procedure-Request
(S SSNo,
R Aclmlttance-Record,
D Physician,
P Procedure,
L Lab, Needed-By
Date))*
End,Examurat ion
[Requests]
DO
parfor N in Needed-Ey (Requests)
begin-transaction
Signal Tlmer,Request(S,R,D,N)
end,transactlon
endparf or

,

Rule 3 (Trigger
scheduling
actions)
ON Event as in Rule 2
DO
for 9 in Requests
begln_CDtop
Schedule-Procedure
(S,R,D,P,L,Needed-by)
end_CDtop
endf or
Rule 4 (Executed by the timer
process)
(S SSNo, D Physlclan,
ON Timer-Request
R AdmittanceJlecord,
T Date)
DO
begln_CDtop
if Today = T
then Signal Timer-Event
(S.R,D,T)
end_CDt op
The Schedule-Procedure
actrvrtres may update the
database (e g , they insert Procedure-Scheduled
records
that tell the date, personnel, equipment, etc assigned to

the procedure), set trmer events, notrfy lab personnel,
etc
We mrght want to prprlmr the Schedule-Procedure actlvltles
Suppose the physmlan requests two procedures
for the same patient m two different examine transactions
These trigger two decoupled Schedule-Procedure transactions, whmh mrght go to different servers It might be
important to ensure that the these triggered transactions
execute m the same order as the examine transactrons that
spawned them, BO that the first procedure requested IS
One way of accomphshmg this
also the first scheduled
ordering is by passing context (“check rf procedure X has
been scheduled”)
In a distributed environment, plpelmmg achieves the same effect with less cost
Whether pipelined or not, the Schedule-Procedure actlvltres eventually trigger Execute-Procedure
actrvltles
Communication
between these activities
also happens
through rules, which we omrt The Execute-Procedure
actlvlties update the patient’s folder with Procedure-Result
records As the results are written into the database, rules
are triggered to notify the attending physmlan

to discharge the patient This may be thought of as abortmg the hospltahzatlon
activity, and may require rollmg
back the triggered actlvrtres However, some of the actlvltles may already have committed and cannot be rolled
back, instead, they have to be compensated for by other
actrvltles Which compensations to execute may be statedependent
the room assignment and meal orders, whmh
are made weekly (say), have to be cancelled for the rest of
the week, medmatlon and therapy may need to continue
(on an out-patient basis), some procedures that had been
requested or scheduled for dates after the discharge date
have to be cancelled, other procedures may still need to
be performed
We cannot simply use a fixed compensation polmy (e g , execute predefined compenaatmg actrvities m the reverse of the sequence in whmh the “forward”
actlvltles committed)
Instead, m our model, the physlclan signals the “discharge” event (perhaps during one of
his exammatron transactions)
This event triggers the desired “compensating rules” that evaluate conditions on the
patient’s history and status, and trigger the appropriate
compensatmg actlvltles (we omrt the rules)
This rulebased approach gives the needed flexlblbty

Rule 5 (notlflcatlon
of procedure results)
ON update ProcedureJesult
(PQ Procedure-Request
Res Result,
Performed-On
Date)
DO
begin_CDt op
notify
(Physlclan(PD),
Procedure-Result)
end_CDtop

6

Summary

The problem of reliable control flow management for longrunning actrvrties has not been aatrsfactonly addressed so
far Traditionally,
the control flow 1~ embedded in appbcation programs
Extended transaction models, such as
sagas and migrating tranaactrons, support sharing, perslstence, and failure handling for long-running activities, but
provide rigid control flow structures
In this paper, we propose to use triggers for organizmg long-running actlvrtres Triggers offer data- or eventdriven specrficatlon of control flow, and thus provide a
flexible and modular framework with which the control
structures of these actlvltles can be extended or modified
We propose a model based on event-condltlon-action
rules, couplmg modes, and nested transactions to govern
the execution of long-running activities
In particular, we
make heavy use of the extension that allows different steps
of the activity to execute as decoupled, causally dependent
transactions
Addrtlonal extensions for restrmtmg the possible sermlrzatlon orders of concurrent transactions have
been defined These include priorities and plpebmng
We illustrate the use of the varrous features of our rule
model for speclfymg long-running actlvltles m a Hospltal Patient System
We show how event-driven spawnmg of decoupled transactions essentially allows the longrunnmg activity to be carried out through a collectron of
atomic transactions connected via an acycbc graph We
have not focused on automatm compensation, although
our paradigm does not exclude It We have shown how
rules can be used to specify compensation procedures that
are sltuatlon-driven,
rather than followmg a fixed compensation path
More work 1~ required to develop a methodology for
constructmg long-running activities usmg our model Ad-

Actually, we might have a second rule that checks rf the
results mdmate a life-threatening
sltuatlon for the patient,
then the physician 1s immediately notified
This second
rule will have to be of a very high priority, also, the action
part of this rule should disable Rule 5 for this procedure
request, since the physician need not be notified twice
Since we allow Rule 5 to be disabled, we must make sure
that the Execute-Procedure
activity enables it
Rule 6 (high priority
notification
of results)
ON Event as for Rule 5
DO
begm_CDtop
if Dangerous (Res)
then
begin-subtransaction
(priority
high)
notify
(Physician(
Procedure-Result),
disable
Rule 5 for PQ
end-subtransactxon
end_CDtop
If the procedure’s results are not avallable by the date
they were needed, then too, the physmlan must be notified
by a high priority rule (which we omit)
Finally, we illustrate flexlbdrty m “undomg” actlvltles
Suppose that, during one of his examme transactions, the
physmlan signals the “hospitalize”
event
This triggers
several (decoupled, causally dependent) concurrent actlvlties (e g , assign and prepare a room, plan, order, and serve
meals, schedule and carry out a dally regimen of medmatlon and therapy)
Subsequently, the physmlan may want
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dltlonal appllcatlons must be examined to gam experience
m this approach and to compare it with other proposed
methods Future work should mvestlgate abstractions for
cooperative work, for which transaction semantics may be
too strong
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